Face To Face
An Interview With Mr. Michel Camerman
By Dr. P. Rethimim

Dr. P. Rethinam, Chief Editor of Cocoinfo International, met Michel Camerman in

Montpellier when he was invited to attend BUROTROP Annual General Meeting.
Mr. Michel Camerman, Montpellier, France is a consultant for coconut fibre based
high tech products for European Union countries. He went to India 12 years
before and was getting coconut fibre to Europe based coir industries. He was also
in Colombo, Sri Lanka for one year and was sending the coconut fibre to
European countries. Now he is promoting African countries for production of coir
fibres and exporting from them to Europe. According to him Indian Rubberised
foam mattresses are having good market. India has technologies and
machineries for coir products. They can go for higher value added products if they
get some technologies from outside their country particularly from Europe.
According to him Asia and Pacific countries are holding 80% of coconut
producing countries are utilizing the fibre only to smaller extent. He is of the
opinion that good quality fibres will have a better market in Europe. Coconut
yields golden fibres which has the utility in everyday life, aesthetic,
environmentally safe, sound proof materials to control sound pollutions, life
saving belts protects life, geotextiles for soil and water conservation. I am sure
the readers of this article will also disseminate the message to potential investors
to go for value added products. While extracting fibre, the other by-products
available is coir pith which is another value added product which is used for
growing horticultural plants, coir pith compost is a good organic manure. Export of
coir fibre and coir pith can definitely add value to coconut and increase income

C.I. : Mr. Michel Camerman,
I am happy to meet you at
Montpellier, as a trader in
coir and its products. How
did you get the idea of doing
this business and how many
years you are in the business?
MC:
You have to take the
opportunity when life brings it
to you! This is my karma I
suppose!
When a former
Belgian businessman asked me
to look for a company in Sri
Lanka which could supply them
with floor covering matting
backed
with
rubberized his factory to make a top quality
material, ! got in touch with a matting to be exported to
Sri
Lankan
friend
who Belgium. I helped him from
introduced me to a famous coir 1987 up to 89 in Colombo and
manufacturer in Colombo. This came back to France with a new
manufacturer decided to change passion: the coconut fibre! 1
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was surprised that a huge
amount of raw material coming
from the husks was not utilized.
After this great experience, f
convinced the European Union
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High-tech Coco Fiber Products

to start new processing units in
some African countries to
follow the Indian tradition:
using the natural materials
available in the country as coir
or rubberized coir instead of
depending of expensive petrol
based imported products. This
is true for usual items as
mattresses,
seats,
furniture
stuffing.
1 created S.ungam in 1991, a
small
agency
located
in
Montpellier, to develop activities
devoted to the goals o f developing
new coir products and to market
them all around the world.
(Sangam, the name is coming from
Indian origin which is the place
(i.e. the coconut tree, tree of life at
the confluence of people needs and
new utilizations).
PR: What are your activities in
this coir fibre trade and in which
countries you do purchase coir
and coir products?

MC: Our trade role is to put the
coir manufacturers in contact with
the buyers, being commissioned for
that job. We know very well these
manufacturers:
they
are the
managers of the factories that we
have ourselves initiated as in Ivory
Coast, Ghana, India and Sri Lanka.
We know the quality of the raw
materia] (husks), the machines, the
water that they are using. We have
experimented also the reliability of
their services, which is very
important!
Our job is to. advise the buyer
about the best quality of coir
available in the kinds of Mixed
Fibre in bales, Twisted Fibre and
other coir products as doormats,
rubberized geotextiles, coco pith in
different forms, we control the
manufacturing of the order as well
as its delivery.

the
customers
want
before
producing the items. This trading
activity gives us the knowledge to
advise present and new coir
producers on what they could
produce in order to answer to the
present and future requests coming
from the market. We work then
with coir technicians (Indians, Sri
Lankans & Europeans) to find the
best technique to suit these new
requests, as, for example, in
finding new substrates from
cocopeat mixed with fibres and
cocosbellls.

PR: What are your activities? Is
it only trading or providing
consultancy?

Our consultancy work is also
devoted to feasibility studies or
bankable documents being made
for new coir investors who want to
start factories in countries where
the raw material (husks) is
available in big quantities (as in
Indonesia, Mozambique, Ivory
Coast).
Usually, they need to
present a feasibility report in order
to have assistance to finance a part
of their investment.

Trading is the basic thing: in any
business, you have to know what

PR: When did you start your
coir
trade
from
African
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countries?
In how many
countries you are trading in
Africa?
MC: Coir activities in Africa had
never been made on an industrial
scale before 1998. We convinced a
few investors to start this activity
in Ghana and Ivory Coast and we
can say now that coir and coir
products are exported at a rate of
about 5.0Q0MT/yr. But this is only
a start, new projects will come in
Ivory Coast. Mozambique to
supply the usual buyer requests not
only front Europe and USA but
also from a new market which has
still to be built: the African market
itself, which will need many new
coir manufacturers to answer to
mattress and other coir fibre uses
as it has been the case (and which
is still the case) in India. Sri Lanka
and recently in China.
PR:
What are the types of
activities you are doing in
African countries?
MC: Our job is to evaluate this new
demand and to convince local
coconut plantation owners, local
and foreign investors, that coco
husks transformation can give good
revenues not only to coconut
fanners but also to new industry
investors.
The present African
farmers depend now only on copra
uncertain
revenues,
Husks
gathering
can
double
their
revenues.
Husks transformation
based on a 15 million nuts/year
transformation into coir and peal
production can give up to 30%
added value. This activity, based
upon more than 3 billions of
coconut husks/yr. should attract
investors if the economic climate is
stable.
We are in Africa to assist them
in developing these new products,
in creating the factories and in
organising the sale distribution.
PR: You are mentioning that you
are still getting coir products
from India.
What are the
products?
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MC: We are getting a big volume
of what I call “rough material" hut
we are getting also finished
products front India. By rough
material, I mean coir in bales or in
rope in a coil form, to supply
factories which transform these
fibres into finished products like
mattresses in China or drainage
pipes in Holland. But we import
also finished products, some of
them being made with European
machines in order to answer 100%
to the final client request, as in the.
case of quality doormats,
PR: What is your impression
about Indian and Sri Lankan
coir industry?
MC: They are the masters of coir
technology and still stay in no. I in
the field of husk transformation
into fibre. But a lot has to be done
by a majority of coir producers in
India and Sri Lanka to fit the
specific markets outside of their
countries as far as quality
standards, taste, and colours
expected
by
the
European
customers.
This approach can be done by
people like us. in contact with the
European market, in cooperation
with the talented Indian and Sri
Lanka designers.
As far as substrate and other
products coming from the coco
dust are concerned, given the
strong controls applied now on
these products, we can introduce
the dust or peat producers to the
European
(mainly
Dutch)
organisations who supervise all
these sectors.
PR: Have you made any attenipl
in countries like Philippines,
Indonesia anti Pacific countries?
MC: Yes. Negotiations are on the
way.
But regional SE Asian
market also has to be pinpointed
first in order to give a chance to
coir fibre and coeopeal industries,
which is not yet the case.
For

example, it is very often difficult
for
an
Indonesian
coir
manufacturer to compete with an
Indian coir manufacturer on the
European and even on the Asian
markets because of lower freight
fares that the Indian manufacturer
can get.
Our role is to find new
customers in the SE Asian
countries or in Australia to be able
to start a coif and peat factory
being installed in Philippines.
Indonesia or in Pacific region.
This is what: we arc trying to
organise with our clients located in
China. But a lot has still to he
done in that way.
PR: How many coir processing
industries arc there in European
countries?
MC: We are in contact with about
150 factories using coir fibre or
coco peat in Europe.
PR: What are the high value
products manufactured and how
they are used?
MC:
Use of coir has been
spreading on many interesting
items such as filtration materials in
drainage pipes, building materials
such as acoustic and thermo
isolation materials, car parts,
moulds and mixture with synthetic
materials, and very crazy luxury
items such as fashionable shoe
insoles, weaved mixed colored
malting (With sisal).
But this is
only a bit of what is possible! Not
to speak about the cocopeat used in
many cases to improve amendment
quality and consistency.
PR: What are the coir niche
products which will have good
market in the future?
MC: The Future is to respect
Nature. T h i s is the way coir h a s a
place to take! In geotextiles,
rubberized coir, home decor items.
Every synthetic item which can be
replaced
(and
enhanced,
if
possible) by a natural materia! such
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MC: Huge. In the 3 forms: either
weaved, stitched or rubberized.
For each type, coir lias a role to
take. See the new use in vineyard
soil protection.
PR: What are the types of
building materials prepared out
of coir and its products ?

as coir should be good to design
and produce.
By the way. the “Breathing
Effect" of coir should be much
more valorised and encouraged.
Look at the mattress industry, for
example, it should not only be a
luxury priviledge reserved to the
European or Japanese countries
but. like the Indians and the Sri
Lankan mattresses, being a gift of
the Nature, and manufactured at a
low cost being then distributed and
sold at a low cost, available to
everybody in Asia. Africa.
PR: Any suggestion you would
like to make for improvement of
coir industries in the Asia and
Pacific Region?
MG; As said earlier, freight cost is
an important factor to examine
when you want to start a project,
which is especially true for coir
Rough Products. If you master the
coir process as it is the case in
India and Sri Lanka, and if you are
looking for a better valorisation
(which should be the objective of
any
manufacturer
or
any
distributor), then you have to work
permanently with your buyer to
make new; items, with new' quality
norms.
new
designs,
which
correspond to the evolution of the
demand.

This permanent professional
contact is expensive and sometimes
buyers do not want to take the
whole of it: it must be shared 50%
between the manufacturer and the
buyer.
Also, financial assistance is
available in European Union in
special programs (for African and
Pacific Region). Same programs
should be initiated thorough Asian
countries thorough ADB or other
sources.

PR: Do you think that coir fibre
can compete with synthetic fibre?
MC: Yes in any case the
“Breathing Effect" can improve the
product.
PR: How are the possibilities for
coir peat use ill Europe and
USA?
According to agronomist and
people working in amendment
manufacturing companies (mostly
Dutch), cocopeat seems to have a
bright future open to manufacturers
who can invest in a quality
labialised system, to avoid some
bad past experiences of non
conformed cocopeat exported in
the nineties.

MC: Isolation materials in priority.
But a lot of Research and
Development has to to be done to
make these materials competitive
compared with traditional materials
(glasvvool and other synthetic fibre)
and to make it marketable
everywhere in the world: not only
in the so-called rich World, but also
for every house in Africa,
PR: Prom your discussion, I
understand that there is good
future for coir products, coir
peat, etc?
MC: YES! I feel convinced for the
very simple reason that we have
more and more requests for quality
coir and cocopeat products. H insist
on quality).
Also, we know that our children
and their children w ill not have the
same quantities of petrol-based
products
available
for their
everyday life. So, any valuable
substitute product coming from a
natural source such as coir will be
necessary.
It is time that engineers,
agronomists, designers and traders
as us, star! to make, in accordance
with the raw' materials owners, R &
D on this kind of material with the
view that the profit made out o f it
would be equally shared. Utopia?
F o r m o re d e ta ils , p le a s e c o n ta c t u s
a t T e l.: 3 3 - 4 6 7 1 0 8 8 8 8 o r F a x E - 3 3 4 6 7 1 0 8 1 8 8 . E m a i l: “ C o c o T r a d e "
< c o e o t r a d e @ s a n g a m .c o m > .

Again, thank you very much.

Dr. P. Rethinam. is Executive
Director. Asian and Pacific
PR: What is the potential use of Coconut Community

coir geotextiles?
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